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Quiet Deepwood Subdivision Invites
Public To Open House This Weekend
Are you still wishing for that ly done—and these homes along
home of your own? Still dreaming with the others to be built, meet
about living in a fine neighbor- the specifications of the Planning
hood with beautiful homes and and Zoning Commission.
spacious lots?
The Subdivsion has city sewers,
Now, those dreams can come city utilities, curbs, gutters, asphalt
true, with the opening of Fulton's streets and very few restrictions.
brand-new Deepwood Subdivision" The homes are FHA approved
just off the By-Pass in Highlands. and are of the very latest design.
The official opening will be held
Max McDade and Herbie Hunt,
Saturday and Sunday with Open owners and developers of DeepHouse from one till eight each wood Subdivision, invite everyone
day.
in the Ken-Tenn area to attend
There are already two homes` in the Open House this weekend and
the subdivision—one completed look over the fine, modern homes
and furnished and the other near- they offer for public approval.
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Meeting Friday
To Raise State
Wage Minimum

Yearly: trade area $3.00
Elsewhere in

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky. Thursday, August 3, 1961

Kindergarten To McBride Becomes
Open This Year Fourth To File
At rarr Simi For City Mice

$1.00

US

Number 31

Source Says Tripp Will NotRun Unless
Announced Candidates OK His Program

The latest candidate to file for
Registration for Kindergarten
With the deadline for filing for offices in Fulton's city
will begin today, it is announced1 the office of City C,,iinnissioner of
election less than a
away, fur persons have signiby Mrs. Nathan Wade, chairman Fulton is L. M. McBride, vice
of the Fulton Kindergarten Asso- president of Browder Milling Co. fied their intention to run for City Corrrmissioner 'and
. MaBride. a resident of Pearl only
ciation.
one candidate has filed for city jud;..!e. While it is
Application may be made with Street, field foc the candidacy on
generally believed that 7:2Iscn Tripp will file for reMrs. Virgil Barker, registrar, at Monday of this weel..
451. The school is sponsored by the ' This brings the ti•lid number of election as Mayor, a source close to the :\layor said Wedfor the nesday that he
Junior Department. Fulton Wo- • announced candicikles
would nol run unless 11,. c,a.ild foresee a
man's Club. Only those children Commissioner positi al to four. The
others
ar,
Rill
Rice. Clarence Mo- number of candidates for
who are in
who will be five years old before
lene and dahn R. ".lack" Patton. sympathy with his progra
January 1. 1982 need apply.
vein:nu-iv fw• Fult,n
colored.
Well known in the Fulton-South
thrs fur candiriat, f•T cotro'i.-:sier who hay,deadlin, is August 9.
Fulton area for her wonderfulj The
announced
thus far two of them. Bill Rice and I.. M.
There
are,
as
yet,
announced
ability Nvith pre-school children, is
Pride have stated that they ate
Mrs. William Sloan, who will be candidate- for may,
indypendent
teacher of the group. She receivedl
candidates. .lehn Patton tie ITst N Co Y.-r too
her education at Murray State
flounce for public office in the city and Clart.ne
College.
are the other candidates.
Hours of the Kindergarten are
from 8:30 to 11:30 a. in. Class will
.Meanwhile, it is anticipated that at least four combe held at Carr Elementary School. 0
missioners and a MarTalty candidate will announce
A nominal fee will be charged
The gigarl ii Ke1 Fenn Fair is
pupils to. cover expenses. Mrs. less than two weeks away, and the , this
w"41111131Robert Rudolph is serving as trea- season tickets are now
on sale in
.t11c.
The prospective Mayoralty can surer for the association. Fees will several dmvntown stores. The
k- it 511 a he I '1. ido •
aid ate, a man will known in
be payable to her at the end of tickets are for pate admission
ti,e
n
re.hale.
church, civic and fraternal circles Iii'il
each four weeks.
every day of the Fir.
e
for ..nne
ileclnit.
told the News that he has lived innls
Those interested in the KinderThe tickets, which cost $1.00 for in Fplton all
his life and felt that
garten, which is beginning its adults and $.50 for children, are
For Oa'
t fit s ears Fulton
on
ninth year this fall, may contact sale at Evans Drug. P. H. Weaks. all Fultonians wer interested in has en!,, 'it,, !he Federal urthe
progress
and
development of ban-renuwal prec...rain
Mrs. Barker. Enrollment is limit- National Store, City Drug,
•A /Orb C.111k
Leader Fulton and that he was confident
ed.
for a hous•ing developnien1 • and
Store and Kasnows.
that any of the feasible pr,
i1:rams slum elearanc, in the area
knouvn
of development now in progress as
Missionary Itoltoms. During tho
would - be carried out am! 4 - Vi,n past few
years the Fulton ('it
mplemented when the need
Council has appointed a Planning
sents itself.
Commission, that works closely
The candidate for Mayor will with Stnte and Fede.7rai agencies on

week
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Two persons have been summoned to testify at a meeting Friday of the State Wage Board on a
proposal to raise state-controlled
minimum wages for women and
minors.
The proposal calls for a wage
If you're like we are you always think of far off places, in the increase in the "all-industries"
classification, which Covers such
big cities, when people talk about
juvenile delinquency. Maybe we establishments as grocery and drug
have corne to love our community stores, other chain stores and cerso well we just hate to think of tain factories.
The present wage scale in these
children in the homes of our
neighbors and friends who are places for women and minors is
anything but good, clean, Ameri- 50 cents an hour in cities of more
can youngsters. I honestly think than 20.000 population, 45 cents in
rung ii, ..larmaiy 19(i2 An .sstie in
that our mind has dictated to our cities of 4,000 to 20,000 and 40
the carnpaign may ,o •olo het her to
heart in this respect, because here cents in smaller communities.
hire a local Man
of late I've come to realize that a Owen Kerth, industrial relations
1
the
wage
this field Mayou
lot of the youngsters around us commissioner, said
board is considering raising the
need to re-silver their halo.
ex per.
scale to 75, 70r and 65 cents an
ager too handle the-,:.
hour.
Perhaps this is true because I
J .1. Pelee is the c!
Kerth said he anticipated no ophave been the victim of some holito file for t'ity Judge,
est to goodness criminal incidents position to the proposed increases.
tinned
is possible, c
Summoned to testify were James
within the past few weeks. I know
City Commissione r aime ( :
that a lot of you are aware that C. Zimmerman, executive vice
stead
and Ward John:
young people, all of them old president of the Kentucky Chamenough to know better, have had a ber of Commerce, and Anna Von
The
welcome
was
mat
out this Men.
field day pulling, what they call, Brockern, international represen- past weekend, as over 300 Jaycees
Meetings of the various commit_
pranks by way of the telephone. tative of the Retail Clerks Inter- from all over the Commonwealth tees and
officers in the Jaycee orSome of the pranks that they pull- national Association.
OrKentucky converged on this ganization were held Saturday afed are down-right brutal, indecent
waiting city to attend_ the Ken- ternoon and while their husbands
and criminal. I've heard of them,
tucky Jaycee State Board Meet- were involved in business, the
but have never had the occasion to
ing. The young businessmen and wives enjoyed the facilities of the
Thursday, August 10, is the big
be a part and parcel of the chicantheir wives began arriving Friday Fulton Country Club. swimming,
ery. But now I'm getting mighty
afternoon and continued coming in golfing, and viewing the fashion day for all Farm Bureau, 4-H Club,
Frank J. Gourley. a re,ment of
Miss Joan Lewis, 16, lovely bru_
FFA and FHA members in Fulton
hot under the collar about what
throughout the day Saturday.
show prepared for them by the.
the Fulton Hotel for five years.
nette
daughter
County,
of
because
it
Mr
is
the
and
day set
Mrs.
they're doing to WFUL and just
"Welcome Jaycees" signs deco- Jayceettes.
aside or the annual picnic, calf Leslie B. Lewis, Jr., of Route One, was found dead in his room about
for the record they're treading on
rated the front of .most of the
11:00 a. m. Wednesday by the
Wendell Ford, ebief administra- show, exhibits
Fulton,
was
crowned
and
Miss
FultonQueen
Contest.
dangerous territory there.
store buildings downtown and tive assistant to Governor Bert
Hickman Counties RECC for 1981. Fulton Police. He died of natural
The
program
will
begin
at
apsigns were erected at the en- Combs and the mist national Jayproximately 9:00 a. m. and lasts Miss Janice Waggoner of Route
Robert
Humphreys,
former trances to town.
cee president, was the principal
Here's what they've been doing
throughout the day with fun,Three, Clinton, was named her causes.The son of Dr. and Mrs. W. W.
Hickman County attorney, who
The whole town took on a holi- speaker at the actual Baird busiGourley, he was born in Fulton
and I'll tell you why they're on
first alternate.
promised for all.
was convicted of voluntary man- day air Saturday morning
on March 17, 1900.
as ness meeting Sunday morning at
dangerous ground a little later on.
slaughter
At
their
and
committed
regular meeting on
to merchants displayed "Old Glory" the Fulton Theatre. He spoke
The Queen and her attendant
For instance these telephone monHe is survived by one brother,
on July 8, 1961,
Western State Hospital last April. In full force and the crowds
the Fulton County were selected at the two-county G. P. Gourley
of lo- the topic, "Working Together."
sters have been calling listeners
of Memphis, and
has been released from the hos- cals and visitors thronged
Farm
Bureau
Board of Directors RECC Show and Business-Meeting three sisters,
Dan Stewart, Kentucky State
of the area and identifying themin and
Mrs. J. R. Holland of
voted
pital and has announced plans to out of the business houses.
that
each
Farm Bureau held July 25.
president, presided over the busiFulton Mrs. W. D. Merryman of
selves as members of WFUL's
leave Kentucky.
The main attraction for the two- ness meeting and Rev. Oakley member be given two free dinner
staff. They ask their telephone lisDuring the business meeting, Little Rock, Arksansas, and Mrs.
tickets.
It
was
also
voted
to do
Humphreys, who was sentenced day meeting was the dinner meet- Woodside, pastor of the CumberJ. W. Miles of Alhambra, Califorteners to identify a record and if
away with the Community Sup- Harvey Pewitt of Fulton Route
the listener if successful, they say, to five years for the slaying of ing Saturday night at the Park land Presbyterian Church, gave
Four, was elected president of the nia.
pers
and
year
this
hold
the
electhey'll get a valuable prize. Well, Allen Erranton, Mayfield sales- Terrace at which the principal the devotional.
The funeral services are incomBoard of Directors and William
The Fulton Jaycees received tion for 1962 Community Officers Harrison of Hickman Route Four plete. Hornbeak Funeral Home is
if the song is identified, the tele- man, and then probated, reported speaker was the Secretary of the
at
the
picnic.
phone ghouls say, you've just won to probation authorities in May- Army, Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., Hick- honors—a F011nder's Plaque for
was selected to serve as vice-presi- in charge of arrangements.
a big hunk of baloney and then field last week and asked permis- man's own native son. He spoke the successful establishment of the.
dent. Others elected were Arlie
sion
to join his wife in Evansville, following the buffet supper which -Hickman Jaycee club: a Comhang up. That's one instance!
Grubbs of Clinton Route Three:
PICK-UP
Indiana.
SUMMER STUDENTS!
was served on the Park Terrace munity Development Plaque for
W. H. Harrison, Hickman Route
The
truck
from
the
Salvation
Four Fulton County students—
Circuit Judge Elvis J. Stahr al- lawn. He was introduced by Mrs. last year's community develop- Army
Another
happened
Four
Tuesday
and
A.
A.
Todd,
Arlington Charlotte
Men's Social Service Center
Fall. Charles Stone.
ment and also, a resolution was will be
when teen-agers called the station ready has approved the rniove to Paul Westpheling.
in Fulton on Monday, Aug- Route Two.
Margaret Tipton and Layton WilFollowing the dinner, there was recorded in the minutes comto announce that a big circus was Indiana, but officials there must
ust 7. The Chamber of Commerce
Many
nice
prizes
were
won
by
liams—are
among
more than :LOW
going to be in Water Valley. The now investigate and approve his dancing, with music provided by mending the Fulton Jaycees for will accept
telephone calls for those who spent the day at the' students studying this summer
Charles Andrews and his\Melody the successful board meeting.
;it
mother of one of the young girls location there.
piak-up service.
meeting.
University
I
the
Kentucky
of
called and apologized when she
heard it and told us that the information was not true, and that
there wasn't going to be any circus
in Water Valley at all, that the
kids were just playing. The mother, thank heavens, was as disMrs. Jennie Cook Rhodes died
The contract for a grade, drain
Mr. and Mrs. II C. Sams, ()wiltressed as I was and for the reWednesday morning at her home ers of the Newstx d in Fulton and
cord, we intend to report the young and traffic bound surfacing proin
Lynnville,
Kentucky, following her mother. Mo. \ustiin wet-o inladies to the proper authorities so ject on the Murchison-Kirby Road
in Fulton-Hickman Counties has a long illness.
volved in an at, tnt while visitthat the news may spread that
Funeral services will be held at ing in Greenvillo South Carolina
been awarded to R. B. Tyler Corntelephoning misinformation is no
rimy of Louisville on a low bid 2:00 p. in. Friday at the Lynnville during the early ; art of July.
laughing matter.
Methodist Church with Bro. Har.-f e83,800.20.
Mrs. Austin
-iveci a broken
The project will begin at US 51, old Craig officiating. Burial will
The reason such a crime is danarm and cuts
I bruises. The ,
be
in
Rhodes
approximatel
cemetery
in
y
Graves Sams
1.0 miles east of
gerous as far as WFUL or any
was
:al
car
a
loss.
••
County
with
Crutcrifield
Jackson
Brothers
and
extend easterly to
of
similar industry is concerned is
Ky. 1529, a distance of 9.514 miles. Dukedom in charge of arrangeContinued on Page Four
ments.
BACK TO sCHG()L!
She is survived by three sons,
L. B. Rhodes, William Rhodes and
Miss Patsy Hi- Sr of Fulton is
Nelson Rhodes, all of Lynnville; one of two regis', •ed nnt-ses from
three daughters, Mrs. Effie Seay the Obion County iospital who arc ,
and Mrs. Iva Burt, both of Lynn- spending this we> studying heart
ville and Mrs. Paula Hook of disease in a sessii at the UmverHazel Park, Michigan.
sity of North Cal 'ina. They were ; Looking over the beautiful mighty Mississippi River
ter.va) Pointing to the river is Judge J. C. Bonand the Heart' in Hirkman last week-end Lt. Gov. lAilson
sent by the hosp.
Wyatt. durant. right. and Representative Hoyt Harnett.
Come to the fair, August 14-19! Association.
right, is shown the industrial potential of this wa- center.
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Fulton Jaycees Win More Honors At
Successful Board Meeting Held Here

Annual Farm Bureau
Picnic Is Scheduled
For August Tenth

Humphries Is
Released From
Western Stale

Tyler Is Given
County Contract

Mrs. Jennie Rhodes
Dies Wednesday

Miss Joan Lewis
Selected As'61
RECC Queen

Frank J. Gourley
Is Found Dead In
The Fulton Hotel

Sams Family Is
In Auto Wreck

History to Come to Life In Fair's Production of "'Trail of Tears"

Be

Mrs. Paul Westpheling (left), of radio station WFUL. Fulton, WAS one
of approximately 100 Kentucky radio and television executives and
newsmen aUending the Radio-TV -Government Seminar held at the
State Capitol in Frankfort recently. There they met with Gov. Bert
Combs, It. Gov. Wilson Wyatt and members of the cabinet to swap
ideas about State Government and how It can best serve Kentuckians.
Shown with Mrs. westpheling is Mrs Ed Shadburn. of radio station
WLOU, Louisville. About 50 radio and television stations throughout
the state were represented

BY KAREN DUBLIN
Many years ago, when Fulton
was a mere clearing with perhaps
a scant few buildings clustered in
its center, the white men moved
into the Oklahoma Territory and
began the process of transferring
their red-men brothers to the faraway land of Florida. This trip,
made entirely on foot, proved to
be a sorrowful one for the Cherokee tribe, because with each mile
traveled, another man, woman or
child fell dead from starvation,
exhaustion or heartbreak.
The story of this "Trail Of Tears",
which actually passed through this
immediate area, will be re-enacted
at the Ken-Tenn Fair this slimmer. over one hundred cub scouts
will participate in the story which

will be the night-time feature of
Kid's Day, August 15.
The performance will be set in
an authentically reproduced Indian village in front of the grandstand. All the participants will be
in full Indian dress including the
wide fan-like regalia of the chief.
The program will begin at dusk
and the "stage" will be completely
dark. On cue, a -fireball" will be
shot into the huge pile of brush in
the center of the village and it will
burst breathtakingly into giant.
leaping flames.
As the spotlight focuses on the
largest teepee, the chief, his son
and his daughter will come into
view of the audience. Following
them onto the scene, will be the
Webloes who light t:.eir pine knot

torches from the center fire and beautiful dance soon catches on
beautiful Torchlight among the many braves and they
do their
Dance.
begin to stamp their feet, beat the
drums and yell their famous bloOdThen as the whole tribe, led by
curdling war cry.
the pounding tom-toms. comes
As this high-pitched excitement
leaping in and dances around the
center fire, the old medicine man reaches a climax, the chief will
will enter the scene from the raise his hand and an immediate
grandstand area and weave in and and complete hush will come over
out, chanting and stamping his the tribe.
The lovely Indian Princess then
feet.
raises her soft vc.
in two plainA quiet will then settle over the
tive tribal songs, mourning the
Indian braves as they participate
death of her fellow tribesmen on
in the "Peacepipe Ceremony". As
the long march. and upon complesoon as this is completed, two
tion of her songs, the whole tribe
young Indian maidens will enter
will become silent and still."
and do the thrilling "Eagle Dance"
Lights! Camera! Action! Now it
complete with the "eagle wings"
syill be the audience's turn, as they
costume and the authentic steps.
will be able to come down out of
The excitement of their wild and the grandstand, walk among the

teepees and view the complete little village. Indian crafts, done by
the-Cub Scouters during this past
year, will be on display in the village.
This thrilling Indian Exhibition
is just another in the long list of
exciting and interesting features
of the Ken-Tenn Fair. The Fair,
sponsored by the Fulton Jaycees,
will be held at tho Fulton Ball Park
August 14-19. and will include an
exciting Midway, a Community
Clubs Exhibit. a gigantic Merchandise Exhibition and a Livestock
Exhibition.
The Jaycees invite each and
every resident of the Western
Kentucky-Tennessee
area
to
"come on out and enjoy a real
old-fashioned county fair!".

Fulton Faces Hour Of Decision In City Election;
Fear Must Not Be Permitted To Impede Progress
By the time we put next week's
paper on the press (Wednesday, August 9) the deadline will have passed
for candidates to file for the offices of
City Commissioner, City Judge and
Mayor of Fulton under the new form
of City Manager government that
goes into effect next January. At this
writing only four persons have filed
for commissioner and one for city
judge. There can be no doubt that
Nelson Tripp will be a candidate for
re-election, although he has .not formally filed hi's papers.
Rumor has it that Mr. Tripp will
have an opponent, but it is obvious
that there has been no wild stampede
to the City Clerk's office for applications for filing. For that matter there
never has been any wild enthusiasm
for running for the low paid, high responsibility jobs in city government.
There's something different and
ominous about this year's race for city
offices. It's different of course because
the form of government is different.
It's ominous because several good, experienced and respectable people have
said they would run for Mayor but
they add, they don't want to encounter the hazards of a "bitter, mud slinging, race as this year's race might be."
Now that's the interesting part of
the election for us. Why should it be
a bitter, nasty. mud slinging race?
City elections have rarely been that
spirited, although we do remember
one in some year's past. But the only
thing we can learn from the ill founded rumor is that the persons who say
it will be bitter are the ones who will
be hurt most by such bitterness. Any
man, and we can see no indications of
a woman in the race, who sets out "to
throw the book at another candidate"
it has been said, only lays himself
open to the resurrection of some incidents that Fulton does well to forget
and so should the individuals involved. This may sound like double talk,
but we think the people involved get
the message.
For the past several years Fulton

[ STRICTLY BUSINESS

son was driven from the State, and
Missouri found it impossible to
secede. The State legislature later
elected a new governor, but the
State lad a Confederate govern. r
in exile.
Now, after those short .nonths,
I.yon was leading a small awny of
Union soldiers into the mountains
of Southwestern Missouri to try to
keep Price and McCulloch from
joining forces. Lyon had 5,400
men. They were well-equipped,
but there was a fatal flaw; Lyon
had become too powerful for his
Government back in Washington.
Rather . . he had become too
powerful for some members of his
government.
Confederate Gen. Pillow had occupied New Madrid in Mo. Fremont had taken over Harney's job
as commander of the Department
of Missouri. and Fremont had to
defend Missouri from several at-

by M.:Fe/otters

has, for the most part, been steadily
gaining ground in state-wide circles
as a town that gets things done. Community development programs, beautification programs, and programs of
progress have come out of the Chamber of Commerce. The Jaycees, with
their vigorous and enthusiastic projects have brought state and national
recognition to us. Even in political
circles we're making some headway
and the stage is set for some concrete
accomplishments that will put us in
the highly competitive industrial mar-'
ket.
No one man, or group of individuals, should envision themselves
as the white hope of the city, particularly if their presence would tend to
harm our city and by unfavorable
publicity undo all the good we've
tried to do. This is our hour of decision. If it's going to be necessary to
get an entirely new group of individuals in city offices, unspoiled and untamed by previous actions, then let's
get the job done and now!
A mud-slinging Mayor's race will
set us back many years in the public
acceptance of our program. Any person who will be the target or the instrument for a bitter city election
owes it to Fulton to remove that prospect from realization.
Sure there are many programs of
progress in the mill for Fulton. There
is not one Fultonian in a thousand
who would do anything to impede
that progress. And yet there are many
men who could and would serve their
city and gladly so, were it not for the
fact that they fear a "no-holds-barred" campaign.
It need not be! It must not be!
And though we cringe at the thought
that our Fulton may be the subject of
some unfavorable publicity, we're not
going to withhold one line of information that will tend to bring to a head a
festering sore that has plagued us all,
for all too long.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

God Wants You

FROM THE FILES:—

August 1, 1941
The entertainment committee of
the Young Men's Business Club,
composed of Carter Olive, Foad
Homra, Hendon Wright and M. L.
Parker. has arranged a wide variety of entertainment for the Second Annual Ken.-Tenn. Exposition
to be held at the Fulton Fair
Grounds September 8 through the
14. Different activities have been
planned for each day of the Exposition.
The Lewis Brothers Three Ring
Circus will be at the fair grounds
on Monday. There will be Nfld
animals, pony rides and side shows
for everyone's enjoyment.
On Wedpesday, the huge KenTenn Band Festival will be held.
Over 5100 in cash prizes will be
given to the participating bands
from all over the area. The crack
Fulton High Band will be there
but will not compete for any of
the prizes.
Thursday's feature will be the
NBC Radio star "The Duke Of Paducah" and the "Plantation Party"
featuring many of the most famous
country and western stars. They
will perform for the audience in
front of the grandstand.
Friday will feature Midget Car
Races with about twelve entries in
each of the five races.

1

Saturday will be another Country and Western Day with Bob
McKnight and His Ranch Boys
from WCM in Memphis performing in front of the grandstand.
The Fourth Annual Car Derby
featuring real race cars and race
drivers will be held on Sunday
and will be the climax of the Exposition.
The entertainment committee
has signed a world famous Master
of Ceremonies, Sinon D. J. Collins,
Hollywood's Official Greeter and a
double for Groucho Marx in many
films.
Hundreds of dollars are being
given on poultry, livestock, and
agricultural products this year.
This week's Kitty League games
found the Fulton Tigers winning
five out of seven games played.
They defeated Paducah, Hopkins(twice)
ville
Mayfield
and
(twice).
Fulton students on the Murray
State College honor roll for the
spring semester were as follows:
Jane Alley, Mildred Evelyn Barnett, Annie Laurie Burnette, William B. Byrd, Rebecca Davis,
Louise Herron, Mary Virginia
Rice, Pauline Waggoner, James
Paul Williams, and Kathleen Winter.

Guns, Coins, China, Furniture, Books, Bric-abrac, Anything old. We buy, Sell. Trade.
21
/
2 mileg South of Fulton, Icy. on U.S. 45-E
MRS. CARL ROBEY, Owner
Phone: 1414-M2;

Box 270,

Fulton, Ky.
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ALL NEW,OLDTASHIONED KENTUCKY

Author of Many Are One
THE DIRECTOR of a proposed
"supercollosal" movie was choosing
an actress for the leading part in the
picture. He sat at his desk with dozens
of photographs spread before him.
Eventually the director put his finger
on one photo-graph and said to his
secretary: "There is exactly the type
I want--phone the woman and get
her in here."
It is quite a jump from Hollywood to heaven, from a movie director to God. Yet here is an excellent
example of the reason for your existenco. Back in the limitless reaches of
eternity God made His plans for the
universe and did His casting for the
parts that must be filled to the end of
time.
In His divine mind God "looked
over:' the pictures of all the souls,
limitless in number, whom He could
create. When He came to the image
of you He stopped and said, "This is a
person who moves me to love. This is
a person whom I want with Me
through all eternity. This is a person
whom I need for such-and-such a part
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
aisa Second iditee In 1959 and Honorable Mention ixi
lass

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Aldr,it all
mall
1 initoterlotIons. change of
address.
Forma 3579 to Post Offiee Bea 495 Tulton. Esdignekg

Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Weettneky Press Association
Second - clam postage paid at Fulton. Ken
tacky and at additional mailing offices.
Subscription Rates: $300 per year In Fulton
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties Term. Elsewhere throughOut the United States 4.00 per year.
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in my plan. This is a soul whom I
shall create." So God made You.
THIS CONVICTION about the
purpose of our lives is what we call
the Christian sense of vocation It is
the awareness that we are called to
fill a special spot in this world and to
be an object of God's lcve both here
and hereafter. It is the vivid, day-today realization that we matter to God
that we are not just one of several billion souls tossed off by God in an absent-minded moment of creativity,
that we have an individual importance to God and that God has a personal. an intense, an almost anxious
interest in us.
Because of our Christian vocation we must justify God's love for us,
God's hopes for us. We do 65 when we
try, day by day, to do Geltrs will, to
the best of our ability. This means
that we make God's will our guide.
Our Christian vocation carries
responsibility, but it has its compensations too. If I am important to God,
then I am indeed a very important
person. Other people may not rate me
too highly, and my talents may be
quite limited. To those who know me
I may be just an average sort of person. Yet every breath that I draw is
precious to God God made me because He has plans for me. There is
something that has to be done that
only I can do.
I CANNOT exaggerate God's love
for me, God's care for me. He loves
me a hundred times, a thousand times
more than I love myself. I am never
out of His mind or His attention.
God loves me. If I lose God it will
only be because I have willfully erjected Him, never because God has
cast me off. God loves me. This is the
whole reason for my exisitence. Upon
my understanding and grasp of this
fact my whole life must be built.
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WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, SEPT. 8-12
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW, SEPT. 11-16
BIG AUTO THRILL SHOW, SEPT. 10, 13, 14
MILLION DOLLAR OLSON MIDWAY, SEPT. 8-15
Plus these Big affattractions
Minnie Pearl and her Grand Ole Opry gang
Leon McAuliff and his Western band
Barbara Autry • The Ppppet Theatre
Barrack-ades Variety Show • and Exhibits • Band Corcrirts
Football • Contsts • Livestock Judging • Acres of
Picnic Grounds • Olson's Million Dollar Midway

BARGAIN DAYS

MONDAY, SEPT. 11
TUESDAY, SEPT. 12

(Offer closet August 22nd)
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100 Years Ago This Week
An ilistorie•I review of THE CIVIL WAR ItAY•BY.DAY
IM•terlal is from publie•tlon of exactly one hundred year, ago; ortain•I
wording front references In the 1.1brarr of Congress. Washington. Reporting
in the payers vs• aintally vrry one-sided; vs seek to be fair in coverage and
ore.r•e a national balanee . . . ID).
BY

WILLIAM

First Week In August
In Missouri, there were two
Confederate Generals, Price and
McCulloch, who led large bodies of
troops. By the first of August, 1861,
the men united to drive Lyon's
Union army from Southwestern
Missouri.
The Southerners had no fixed
ammunition. Some of the men
were armed with shotguns, others
with flintlocks, and only a very
few had the newer muzzleloading
percussion cap rifles. Neither General Price nor General McCulloch
had a "cent of funds."
They had plenty of lead, powder and paper. The soldiers rolled
their own paper cartridges, and
the artillerymen made a small
forge and cast their' own cannonballs.
Across the state line in Arkansas were "several thousand good
soldiers," but those men were under the command of General Hardee. Hardee had written the textbook on military tactics which was
used by both Union and Confederate soldiers who were studying
the science of war. Hardee's men
did not fight in the Wilson's Creek
campaign . . Hardee was a West
Point soldier and he was not about
to lead untrained soldiers into bat_
tle!
After Price and McCulloch had
combined their forces, they had
almost 11,000 men. They had just
been joined by 700 of the Ozark
mountain men who brought their
own rifles and hunting knives.
Those men, at least, knew how to
shoot.
There were no uniforms in that
Confederate army. Officers wore
bits of colored cloth pinned to
their shoulders, and private soldiers as often as not called their
officers "Jedge."
One company officer knew no
military commands, but in private
life he had been a lawyer. when
this officer wanted to deliver an
order to his company, he addressed them in courtroom fashion with

IR

„.

SUPERSAYINGS ON
TOP STYLE 8t QUALITY

MeHENRY

a "Hear ye, hear ye!"
General Stirling Price, former
governor of Missouri, and former
Unionist, did not want to lead this
group of men into battle, but he
know that to save the State of
Missouri for the South, the Union
General Lyon must be stopped.
Said Price to McCulloch: "Let's go
find Lyon."
Said McCulloch: "He won't be
hard to find."
Lyon had staged almost a oneman campaign in Missouri. Five
months before he had been a mere
Captain in the regular army. He
had been left in command of St.
Louis when Gen. Harney went to
Washington. Harney had been taken prisoner by the Confederates at
Harper's Ferry while a passenger
on the B Se 0 Train. Taken to
Richmond, Harney had been courteously treated by the Southern
generals, allowed to continue to
Washington, then had returned to
St. Louis. Harney was not trusted,
it was feared he might turn over
to the South the arsenal at St.
Louis, so almost by accident Lyon
had been in charge.
Lyon had accepted the challenge. In May he had captured the
Missouri State Guard camp of
militia. Immediately afterwards
his men had put down a riot with
much bloodshed. 28 citizens of St.
Louis had been killed. Lyon had
sworn the German military companies had been killed. Lyon had
sworn the German military companies of St. Louis into the Union
army, and had taken command, in
the name of the Union, of all of
Missouri.
Washington had allowed Lyon a
free hand, and he used it to the
utmost.
On June 13, 1861, Lyon with 2,000 troops surprised the new militia camp at Booneville. The State
and practically unarmed. The men
had just come to Boonville to be
organized when Lyon's farces scattered them. Many of these men returned to their homes. Gov. Jack-
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"Not so much pressure on the roller!"

Turning Back The Clock--

tacks at once. Fremont had reinto send to Lyon, but
he decided the aid was needed in
other places more. So Lyon did not
get help when he knew he was
facing the combined power of
Price and McCulloch. On the
morning of the Battle of Wilson's
Creek, the morning when Lyon
was killed, he complained briefly
that reinforcements had not arrived. He said "we are forgotten."
Lyon was not to be forgotten by
history.
After the war, Confederate Col.
Snead, Aid to Gov, Jackson, said
of Lyon. "In less than :ive months
he had risen to command of the
Union Armies in Missouri, and
had dispersed the State government, of the State, had almost
conquered the State, and would
have completely conquered it had
he been supported by his government."

forcements

AT COVERS
STARDUST 0:Z SUPREME LINE
STARDUST
With superb Fulmer styling, in the very popular
Lum-Puf Saran Fabric.

VALUES
TO '35.00
...ONLY '24.88
T;IE FAMOUS CHAMPION
. . . ftendable, beautiful, economical.

Genuine
Saran Plastic with all-Viny-1 Art Leather trim. No
cloth to wear

...ONLY '19.08
Compare with others at $25.00

CLEAR PLASTIC COVER3
... to preserve your new car's interior beauty.
15 GAUGE (heavy duty)
(25% heavier and
STYLE
guaranteed for life of car)

$19.88
$24.88

(Compare at $29.95)

$19.95
SEAT COVERS AS LOW AS
EASY TERMS • FREE INSTALLATION

Western Auto Associate Store
Lake Street
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Diane Palmer Weds Robert Dean Robinson
In Lovely Summer Ceremony On July 23

Diary of Doin's

In a very loveiy summer wedding, Miss I.y7 r. Diane Palmer became the bride of Robert Dean
Robinson on Sunday afternoon,
July 23 at 3:30 in the First Methodist Church. The impressive double-ring ceremony was performed
by Rev. J. L. Leggett. Miss Palmer is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Palmer of Fulton and

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Last week the West Kentucky spotlight was focused
on its most famous son, Secretary of the Army Elvis J.
Stahr, Jr. Wherever he went, what he did, whatever he
said was news. It goes on like that not only in his own
home county, but wherever he goes all over the world.
While the spotlight was shining on our friend and neighbor we could not help but look beyond the flash bulbs to
the petite, winsome lady who-manages to keep a few
paces behind him in distance, yet mighty close to him in
thought, word and deed. For all the excitement that the
able and charming Secretary stirred in his home-town,
it was Dorothy Stahr who captivated our admiration and
we are sure that the Secretary of the Army would have
it that way.

six visitors were present.
The club members voted to have
a luncheon at the Park Terrace on
August 23. This will be the next
regular meeting.
Refreshments of Ca: rot Coke,
Coca Colas and nuts wet., iris vii
by all those present.

the groom is the son of Mr. at,
Mrs. R. B. Robins,•!
Tennessee.
The lovely bride,
Huge by her father, wore a beautiful bridal gown of white tulle and
white lace over white taffeta. Her
veil of misty illusion fell from a
tiny crown twined with pearls.
Her jewelry was tiny pearl earrings. She carried a spray bouquet
of white orchid:, lace and Step-

hanotis.
Mrs. Joel

Fields alto led her
sister as matron of Imirroir.The
bridernaid N'aS Miss Worida Nell
Nth. Ber,y Site Robinson • rer ,.1 Iii
gram,
Purim- Modest/noir. They wore
kiiwn,.
pa !t • !!:Th'Il
t:,11,1, Their i•Moiel hors
Mr7 and Mrs. L. M. NIeBri,ie.
th,
v tarBrenda and Gary Mac. Mrs. Pyr•i. wf.•re
Powell. yrs. Truett Miller. NI:
fl(IMrs. Boyce Heithmick, Carol
Ileithcock. and Rita Craver, le!r
Wednesday morning for Ph
cr.•,
Ilaptist
Assembly. Tel:mere-I Ti
N:orth Carolina to attend hr S'.1Uty School conference.
Mr. McBride will serve as Sun
day School Superintendent of the
First Baptist Chnrch for the new
171t
year beginning October 1st. He /1,
will attend the sessions for Superintendents: • Mrs. McBride, and Smokies. after
Mrs. Powell, Young People: Mrs. make then- M •
Truett Miller, Mr. Heitheock. In- nessee.
termediates: and Mrs. Heitheock

During their all too short stay in
Kentucky on this trip, it was our
happy privilege to be at many
pleasant
gatherings
with the
Stahrs, and you can just rest assured that we took every opportunity to engage her iii conversation,. for to do so, is to know a
vivacious, sparkling, and charming lady who never meets a stranger, bp he potentate or King.
Dorothy Stahr calls herself a
Yankee. And for all practical reasops of geography she is that, having been born way up East. But if
you didn't know it, you'd immediately size her up as one of the
South's most gracious ladies. In
any part of the country, or the
world for that matter, she is a

gracious lady, but her inimitable
characteristic of disarming people
and making them feel completely
at ease is as Southern as Magnolias and honey chile.
She's had some right good training in the ways of the South having lived in Lexington for ten
years and married to a Southern
gentleman of the old school. But
for all that, Dorothy is home folks
to all of us and she knows as
many people, almost, as Secretary It's like we said
in the Diary .. Dorothy Stahr is a deed. Here Secretary
Junior Workers.
Stahr slices one of the several
Stahr does in the area where he
The group will ri turn after
was born and went to school. We few paces away from the Army Secretary's lime- hams presented to him during his visit to Kenweek of training.
were somewhat amazed when we light, but with him every step in thought, word
and tucky.
first greeted each other again and
she said: "Where's Paul?" When actly at nine o'clock and you're first
one sh,!_` ever went to she
Six states and three generations
All Makes and Models
Complete Line
we told her that he was at Reserve at home nearly always at ten thir- wore
a ballerina length gown and were represented at the Duley
Officer's Camp she recalled the ty. Mrs. Kennedy adhers to this she felt
•
like she was being stared family reunion held last week at ci;iitrind Aid Batterieb
pleasant evening she first met him schedule to the letter, Dorothy at all evening.
MOTOROLA
Now that's an inter- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
h., all makes of nearing alas'
Sales and Service
DUTCH MILL MOTEL at a Hawaiian dance at the Coun- said, and there's no getting away esting bit of news in case you ever Duley on Pearl Street.
visit our Hearing Aid Depart
try Club here. Now that might not from it for just a few minutes, she get to
•
244101. It RES I' U II ANT
an embassy party.
tient
at
your
first
Those
opt:of:tunn
y.
present included Mr. and
seem an unusual thing to you, but said.
Nlayfield.
Saturday night in Fulton Doro- Mrs. Dick Connor of Silver
when you consider the hundreds of
6001) V0011) SERVED
Being wife to a Cabinet officer is
thy was presented with several Springs, Maryland; Mr. and Mrs.
CITY DRUG CC
people she meets officially and a great responsibility,
AR(b1 "41) THE CLOCK
don't you gifts on
Mk Lake Street
behalf of the Jaycees, the John Duley and daughters, Kathsocially, it seems a little uncanny ever think that it isn't,
Where The Trsseler
but Doro- Chamber
St
leen,
Carol,
Phone 450
of Commerce and others.
Stops Esery Time'
Betsy and Jan, of •••••••••••••
that she remembered just the eve- thy looks upon
her wifely duties
Geo. Wilma
When she opened the box con- Newport News, Virginia; Mr. and
ning and the occasion for having just as any American
Owner
lady. She has
Mrs.
taining
Carl
the silver punch bowl that
Seay of Benton, Kenmet the better half of the family. a full time governess
for the 7hil Dorothy was thrilled to death dren, the loyal and devoted Mrs was presented to her by the Cham- tucky; Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Jones
Orlando,
of
ber
of
Commerce
Florida; Mrs. Verdie
she exclaimed
about all the activity incident to Matthews, but it is Dorothy who
the big celebration in Hickman puts breakfast on the table at over it so much we just couldn't Cooper of 344Airlphis and her three
grandchild
help
but
ren,
know
Betty Wayne Coopshe
was genuinely
and Fulton honoring her husband, :even o'clock for the Secretary and
but she was just as eager to talk for their oldest child, Stephanie. pleased. She kept saying it was er of Memphis, Susan and Nancy
of an types!
about all her exciting life in Wash- Dorothy says that none of them what she had always wanted, she Hall of Greenwood. Mississippi
Hund-up roofing, shingle roofington. The Stahrs are almost are very talkative at that ungodly knew when she was going to use and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley
ing; repair end painting
weekly guests at the White House, hour, so almost by rote she pre- it and just couldn't be grateful
Guttering: all sizes
Miss Peggy Peeples, bride-elect
officially and socially. She speaks pares them food, sends them off enough for such a nice and
glowingly of the Kennedys (Presi- with what you might call a cheery thoughtful gesture. Besides a coun- of Joe P. Johnson, was feted with
dent Jack and his lovely Jacque- greeting and then, says she, she try ham presented to them here a Coke Party at the home of Mrs.
In South Fulton's Connaughton-Arnold Subline) and she told us something of goes back to bed and sleeps like and in Hickman and more country Jeff Lester. Guests were served
Roofing Company
a White House social function. If Rip Van Winkle until exactly ten hams and gifts presented to them from a lovely buffet table featurdivision
-3 bedroom, living room, large kitchen,
23 Years' experience
Camp
Breckinridge.
the ing a bridal theme.
refreshments are served at the thirty when the maid comes each at
dining room, utility room, large carport and outside
Phone 5-3615
Martin, Tenn.
Ten guests attended the affair.
White House they are served at day. The Stahrs live in a three- Stahrs were presented a beautiful
storage. 2 years old.
exactly eight o'clock. Dinner is ex- story, five bedroom, four bathroom reproduction of the original paintLittle Jeffrey Don Richards, son
stone house in the area around the ing of MY OLD KENTUCKY
Both the Stahrs kept ad- of Mr. and Mrs. Don Richards
••••DOTTY for SPORTSWEAR•••• Shoreham Hotel in Rock Creek HOME.
In Fulton's Meadowview Subdivision 3 bedPark. Dorothy remodeled the third miring it so and were so pleased celebrated his second birthday
room, den, kitchen, dining area. Home 2 years old.
floor for an extra bedroom and with it it was just plain heart- with a party at his home on Centhat's all she had to do to the new.- warming. They're two of the great- tral Avenue on July 24.
Seventeen little boys and girls
ly built house. She likes some est folks we ever saw.
In Connaughton Subdivision — 2 bedroom, living
attended or sent gifts to help wish
modern and some
Dorothy told us that she and
old things
Jeffrey
a "happy birthday". Movroom, large kitchen, dining area, carport and outaround the house and loves to be Elvis were leaving in October for
ies and slides were taken and
fixing up all the time.
side storage.
an official trip around the world.
We asked her about Washing- She told us they were going to cake, ice cream and Kool-Aid was
served.
The
party was held in the
ton's new "hostess with the most- Honolulu first, and not knowing
back-yard of the Richards home.
Other nice homes and small farms.
est" Gwen Cafritz, since Perle directions any more than we
do.
Mesta is not on the scene much we lost her after that. But
they're
Mrs.
Ruth
Scott
was hostess to a
anymore and the famous Evelyn going to circle this ole globe and
buffet dinner at her home on West
Walsh McLean is now deceased. we're sure the world is going
to be State Line, July 26, in honor
of
She thinks Mrs. Cafritz a dynamic a better and happier place after
Mrs. Wood Hankins of Coral Gablady and surely a hostess who having met this dynamic
couple les, Florida, who is visiting
friends
knows how to get congenial people who gave a real stark to our
mu- here and in Union City.
Broadway
together and she talked of some tine existence and Surely
an ocTwelve
guests
Call—Charles Cannon or Bill Gray
enjoyed
the
threeof the wonderful parties there. casion to remen ber for
many course dinner served from
the
When we asked if the money for years to come.
cleverly decorated table, centered
such entertaining is ever going to
• with "Henri" the chef, and other
run out she told us how Mr. CaMr. and Mrs. Lav.Tence Cardwell Hallmark Party of the Month
fritz is undoubtedly making monhave returned hone after being decorations.
ey faster than Gwen can spend it
the house guestr of her sister's
and that seemed a very happy sitfamily, the Virgi! T. Dotsons of
The Welfare. Worker's Home
uation to be in.
En Operation 61 Years
Knoxville, Terme, ee. They were Demonstration Club met in
the
The Stahrs often are invited to
entertained at sm., ral parties ami home of Mrs Frank Parrish last
embassy parties and she told us gatherings while 0
ere.
ri members and
something we didn't know. She
* Large Display *
--said that for dinner at the emGail
Bushart. ii tighter of Dr.
•
Well Lighted At Night *
bassy a long, floor length evening and
COLORS:
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, celebrat"
Open
gown is a must and nobody, but ed
Sunday Afternoons •
her tenth birthday last Thurs- NOTICE: Car Owners!
nobody violates this fashion rule.
FUCHIA
Made-forday afternoon with a party at her
She
knows, says she, because the home
BLUE
BUY YOUR SEAT
on Court Drive. Twenty one
each-other
FULTON
BROWN
G'FIELD:
J. B. MANESS & SONS
little girls attended.
COVERS at
CALL 124
Coordinate
s,
,
,
e*
AD 5-2193
GREEN
Bunco
Greenfield. Tenn
was
enjoj.ed
-a.
with Ginger
steady
qcing
Llt AC
Edwards winning the prize for the
this fall...
RED
most points; Carmen Weaks, most
Installed Free
buncos and Sharon Moore, low.
BLACK
to the most
The lovely birthday cake featurexciting
ed a golf course, complete with
placesl Lush
green, tee and fairway. Ice cream
Prop.
Color, perfectly
and cake was served and favors of
matched
yo-yo's were given to each guest.

TV REPAM

Wade Television

6

3 Houses -- Very Small Down
Payment -- FHA or VA

ROOFING
DORTCH'S

douglas mare
COLOR
MATES

CANNON AGENCY

A
Terrific
Way
To
Lookl

Greenfield Monument Works

For the
.GOLDEN YEARS"

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,

bulky sweater
of wool zephyr
. beautifully
tailored slacks
of 100% wool
ilcmnel, form
lined.

•
Sweater •
$11
"
•
Slacks

99•
$10 •
•

SPORTSWEAR ••••

QUALITYJ
Full-Bodied
Golden Rich

.0=W

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules0ii-p
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs
A Rationed customer Is our
best testimonial. That to
why we give you fast, efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to itaying you
money!

SPEAS
PURE
APPLE CIDER

Antennas (ratalled

VINEGRk

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

SPEASific...
.•••••

Ask
•, for1 S
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NOTEBOOK—
Tennessee; Janie Jones and husband Harry Barber of Fulton;
Dorothy Sue Mosley and husband
J. P. Greer of Fulton and Helen
Ferguson and husband James Paul
Campbell of Fulton.
The whole class is now looking
forward to 1971 when they will
The Cayce High School Class of once again gather for another re1951 had their first class reunion union.
Saturday night, July 29, at the
Biltmore Restaurant in Union City,
SCHOOL PEOPLE WORK
Tennessee. Of the twenty original
TOWARD 'LEADERSHIP'
class members, thirteen were able
More than 40 school officials
to attend, along with their familcounties. aties.-In addition to catching up on from four Kentucky
worshop at
small talk and old memories, the tended a week-long
Kentucky ColClass Prophesy was read and the University of
toward
brought a great deal of laughter lege of EducatiOn to work
formation of "leadership teams:
from the old classmates.
in their counties. UK personnel
Those attenoing were Barbara
worked with these persons and
Smith and husband Jim Biasingwill be on hand in August when
ame from Booneville, Mississippi;
the entire group returns for anCatherine Rice of Union City; Betother week of discussion and to
ty Buchanan (now Mrs. Paul Delk)
work out details of their plans
of Donelson, Tennessee; James
formulated during the summer.
Lawson and wife .Carolyn of FulCounties represented were Kenton; Bobby Evans and wife Demeton, Woodford, Bourbon, and
tra of Lansing, Michigan; Lester
•
Laurel.
Patrick and wife Ruth of Fultdn.
and
Also: Dalton Henderson
VETS MEET!
wife Virginia of Royal Oak, MichThe regular meeting of the Vetigan; Clem Atwill and wife Nancy
held
of Fulton; _Lynn McMullin and erans of World War I will be
wife Betty of Silver Springs, Friday at 7:00 p. m in the AmeriMatryland; Dorthella Brown and can Legion Hall in Fulton. All
husband Andrew Boane of Martin, members are urged to attend.

(Continued from Page 11
because WFUL and the telephone
company operate under the same
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission. It is my
honest belief that tampering with
the telephone to give out wrong
information over the radio is just
as criminal as wire tapping. And
that's a Federal offense with Federal prosecution.

a

Cayce Class of '51
Reunion Brings Up
Many Old Memories

When I think of the whole miserable incident I'm not so concerned with the actual commissioner
of the alleged prank as I am of
the warped thinking that pervades
the youngsters' mind to do something that they must know is
wrong. If we parents permit this
kind of wrong-doing. I just wonder if we're not inviting them to
go on to larger acts of dishonesty
and thereby, in effect, sanction
such wrong doing. On the other
hand are we guilty of a failure to
provide enough teen-aged recration
that they resort to such ghoulish
tactics just to have something to
do. A lot of youngsters are lucky
enough to play golf during the long
summer days. Many enjoy the
swimming pools for a part of the
day. Some are still engaged in the
fast diminishing art of reading
good books. ..But, even as adults
get bored with too much recreation, so do children -tire of the
liesurely life.
It remains for those of us not
concerned to think of something
to keep their minds occupied with
worthwhile activities. Recreation
is no panacea to keep idle minds
working. It takes some hard work,
with some kind of remuneration to
keep them active and alive. There
must be an answer. What is it?
We've got to find it before next
summer rolls around, that's for
sure. I know some men and women with children at the difficult
age who will help. Will you?
NEW NURSING CLASS
TO HAVE 32 STUDENTS
Thirty-two gins from 19 Kentucky counties and four other
states have been selected for the
College of Nursing class which will
begin work in September at the
University of Kentucky. This will
bring to 62 the number enrolled in
nursing at UK since the college
opened in September, 1960. The
third class is expected to be
quite a bit larger following opening of the University's Medical
Center hosni,al.

CHILL-FILTERED
1

BOURBON
Thus new, improved process_ of CHILL-fltriftlf40
Kentucky bourbon is sub-sere tensperatere notalts
in lighter, better tasting bourboo. AN heaviness
is filtered own . . . aptly ,kb, light heart erf
bourbon goodness Is left is.
There is something new las better bosirboe and Ire

-^

Tourney Entries
Must Qualify
By August 7
All men who plan to participate
in the City Championship golf
tournament must qualify before
Monday, August 7, tournament
chairman Max McDade announced
last week.
Eighteen-hole qualifying rounds
are required, and scorecards for
the qualifying rounds must be
turned in at the pro shop.
Come to the fair, Aueust 14-19!

"Movies Under
The Stars"

MARBRO
Drive In

ar.1 i,,c :-i-cretary is the Seeretary'a wife Dorothy.
tut
fa. ri t
,••••• rliaeY:f Phatc_: of Secretary Stahl' and family courtesy Paducah
n - Democrat.

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME, these four Stahrs seem to be
agreeing as they look m et old pholagriphs. fudge Elvis Stahr right.
enjoys a visit oith his famous son secretary of the Army Elvis .1.
Stahr, Jr, At left is the Secretary's mother and the lovely lady be-

"
n'TATION CAMP
OFFERED ENGINEERS

°T1.11FE UK PROFESORS
WORK IX OTHER LANDS

NEW ROOF A-DDE9
TO PARKER VALI.

';.hcae University of Kentucky
ictilty members have been assigned to work in other counties.
All members of the Agricultural
Extension Service, they are Dr.
Herbert Massey,
professor of
agronomy, work in Indonesia: Dr.
Verne C. Finker, associate professor of agronomy, work in Peru:
and Dr. J. G. Rodriquez, professor of entomology, work in Guatemala.Massey and Finker will be
gone two years; Rodriquez, working on a special project, will be
in Guatemala three months.

Barker Hall on the 1.I.iversity
of Kentucky campus is getting a
new roof -- only the second covering since the building was constructed in 1901. The original roof
was slate, Barker Hall houses the
Army and Air Force ROTC units
and the Worn i ifs Physical Education Department.

Sti'donts planning to study civil
,
.neineeting at the University of
Kentucky may enroll in a weeklong orientation camp to begin July 10 at Camp Robinson in
Breathitt County. Prospective students should contact the Department of Civil Engineering on the
UK campus.

Glenmore

Ii

16
11
)\11A/alla&13./

a full 90-proof
of Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

2 Pint
1
Only $1.50 /
Distributed by some D.ea. Oilleiberik

KY.

a,

LIVE IN
AN AIR OF SATISFACTION

Come to the fair, August 14-19!

OPEN TODAY — 6:45

Phone 142
PHONE

SPEED - A - RAMA

ii

(thru 11)

vc.w Turizu SATURDAY'
THE FLASHING RED LIGHT
WEANS. NO ONE WILL BE
'FATED DURING THE LAST
THIRTEEN MINUTES.
Feature alines Writ. thru Fri.
7:20 & 9:23

CRAZY

GHOST
OF
DRAGSTRIP
HOLLOW

....„CoolisrLEF_IR•K"'"Ei
THE
P74011%twA
loot
vote, NAIGb
AEDQE

THRILL No. 3

THRILL No. 4

sUNDAV 1111t12 TUESDAY

RACE
For
LIFE

HOT
R
GANG

SITED

SUNDAY & MONDAY, AUGUST 6 and 7
—First Showing In This Area—

at
Bi

60c
25c

THRILL No. 2

THRILL NO. 1

le

1 -•

. ADMISSIONS .
dci

ADMISSION $1.00 PER PERSON

9

t..

FRI. & SAT. AUGUST 4 and 5

4 SPEED FEATURES

2:

Cl
to

CENTRAL SYSTEM
AIR CONp0,1,1:11!IARI,9
WE SALUTE
FULTON'S

DEEPWOOD
SUBDIVISION

his
name is

Parrish
into

Visit

He exploded
manhood across
three years and
three girls.

With Us Too!
AT

OPEN HOUSE

WE ARE PROUD

TOMMY SANDS and FABIAN

2:
er
e.,
Si

THE HOME

With General Electric Central System Air Conditioning you and your family will live in surroundings of
healthy, draft-free, conditioned air—automatically
adjusted to suit your comfort. Temperature and humidity are controlled. Dirt, dust and outside noises
cut to a minimum.
3 CONVENIENT WAYS TO INSTALL

21
at
ni
we
Ii
in
M,
ye.

1. Add to your present furnace.
2. Install with new General Electric Oil or Gas Furnace.
1 Install independently of your heating system.

For FREE SURVEY and ESTIMATE see or call your General Electri,.
Franchised Weathertron Dealer or Mail this coupon.
to have installed the air conditioning and heating
s new "house of tomorrow"
'
equipment in Fulton
in Deepwood Subdivision. The house is completely

insulated affording the most economical method
Open
of heating and cooling on the market. We are honored to be on hand Saturday and Sunday for'
House"in the"home of tomorrow"to acquaint you with our modern and economical air conditioning

and heating systems.

TUESDAY NITE ONLY AUGUST 8
$1.00 PER CARLOAD

CAMPBELL RIR CONDITIONING

DANA ANDREWS — RHONDA FLEMING
I In Technicolor)
and Pardo.• the.. hr..
I OK SIMS DA MM.SIM

'THE CROWDED SKY'
In Technicolor

railw

TECHNICOLOR• E jp
Fro.WARNER BROS lira

AND HEATING COMPANY
A. G. CAMPBELL, CONTRACTOR

DRESDEN, TENN
F

, 1961
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Mrs. Alex Leneave and Sterling
Bennett of this city and a sisterin-law of Miss Lena McKeen of
Fulton.
She lived with a daughter, Miss
Laura Mae McKeen, a teacher at
Bellevtle Junior High School.
Services for Mrs. Addle Bell
She also leaves a sister, Mrs. D.
Taylor, who died July 27 at 8:45
B. Sayle of Coffeeville, Miss., and
at her home in Jacksonville, Fla.,
two grandchildren.
after a long illness, were held July
29 at 2 P. in. at the Jackson Brothers Funeral Home at Dukedom
Rev. James Theford officiated and
burial was in Pinegar cemetery.
Horace Irby McCord, an employe
Mrs. Taylor was born in Weak- of the Brown Shoe Co., died about
ley County, Tenn., on December 6 p. m. Sunday, July 30 in Obion
25, 1880. Her husband, Lawrence County General Hospital, where
Taylor, preceded her in death in he had been a patient for the past
October 1944. Two daughters also week. He was 44.
preceded her in death. She was
Services were held at 2 Tuesday
the aaughter of the late Will Jor- afternoon in
the White Ransom
don and Rose Anna Roberts Wil- Funeral Home. The
Rev. Richard
liams.
Cons officiated. Burial was in the
Survivors include one daughter, Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Luten French of Jacksonville,
Mr. McCord was a farmer in
Fla., five grandchildren and five early life and then was manager of
great-grandchildren; three broth- the Star Furniture Store in Union
ers, Welter Williams, Dukedom; City for 12 years. He had been
Almusk Williams and Edgar Wil- employed in the shoe factory for
liams, both of Wingo; one sister, the past eight years.
Mrs. Minnie Croft, Wingo, Route 2.
He leaves his wife and parents:
a son, Jim McCord of Union City;
a daughter, Mrs. S. H. T. Sugg of
Union City, three brothers, Ellis
McCord of the State Line Road,
Mrs. Willie Faulkner Weaks, 81,
Billy Joe McCord of the McConwife of C. E. Weaks died at 2
hell community and Bobby Glenn
p. m. July 28 at the McAlister
McCord of Fulton, Ky., and two
Rest Home after an extended illsisters, Mrs. Moulton Gambil of
ness.
Gary, Ind., and Miss'Lula McCord 411111111111MiamoliPgraaggs--..
She was born November 10, of McConnell.
=
1873 in Gibson County, Tenn., the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James Faulkner. She was married
to C. E. Weaks in 1902 in Obion
County, Tenn. '
A son, Loyd Weaks and a sister,
Mrs. Mattie Yates, preceded her in
death.

DEATHS

Complete Home Furnishings For The
Model Home In Deepwood Subdivision

Mrs. Addle B. Taylor

looking
ey will
her re-

Horace McCord

—
FULTON HARDWARE and FURNITURE COMPANY

ties. athop at
cy Coltoward
teams:
rsonnel
ris and
t when
for anand to
r plans
ummer.
Kenand

BY

208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

BEDROOM FURNITURE: French Provincial

he Vetbe held
Amen on. All
id.

Mrs. Willie F. Weaks

Besides her husband, she leaves
three daughters, Mrs. Bill Barber
of Detroit, Mrs. Carl King of Fulton and Mrs. Calvin Hutchens of
San Angelo, Texas; two sons,
Floyd and Earl Weaks of Fulton.
She was a life-long member of
Johnson Grove Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at Johnson
Grove. Rev. Warren Jones officiated. Burial was in the Johnson
Grove cemetery.

Mrs. Ima Farmer

BEDDING By Sealy
~NI,
..Argwommon,

August 28 Set
As First Day
For City School

Opening day for all of the Fulton City Schools will be Monday,
August 28, when all classes will
meet from 9:00 a. m. until noon.
Registration
for
the
city
schools will take place on Thursday and Friday. August 24 and 25.
Students of Milton Elementary,
(grades 1-4 meeting -in Antioch
Baptist Church) along with those
in grades 1-6 in Terry Norman and
Can Elementary will meet for
registration and book-buying at
9:00 a. m. on Thursday. August 24.
The following day, Friday, students from grades 5-8 of 'Milton
(meeting in Bell's Chapel C. M. E.
Church), grades 7-8 of Carr elementary and grades 9-12 of Fulton
High will have their registration
and book-buying periods beginning at 9:00 a. m.
The first full day of school will
be Tuesday. August 29, when the
cafeteria will be open.

CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO ATTEND

'OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY AFTERNOON,AFTERNOON, 1 P. M.To 8:30 P.N.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON 1 P. M. To 8:30 P. M.
Refreshments,

Gifts for the Children
See our model three bedroom completely air-conditioned home,
tastefully built with old brick.

• CITY SEWERS

EGGS

• CITY UTILITIES

-)(C)

• CURB, GUTTERS

SEASONINGS

_ft

• ASPHALT STREETS
71.E WHIP

• FHA APPROVED

Mrs. Julia McKeen
Services for Mrs. Julia McKeen,
2165 Monroe, Memphis, who died
at her home at 11:05 Saturday
night, July 29, after a long illness
were held in Memphis at the National Funeral Home. Burial was
in Forrest Hill. She was 82.
She was the widow of Edgar A.
McKeen and lived in Fulton many
years ago. She was the aunt of

• SENSIBLE
RESTRICTIONS

M;ra:le
Whip

P:cture yourself and your family happily living in' this hone eel
ton.,irrow built especially for you on one of Deepwood's spar
qii,t,.wmxied lots!

..

YOU NEED FOR
nREAT DEVILED EGGS

21101$ TO SELL
100- FOOT FRONTAGE

BUILDING MATERIALS
Including

• LUMBER
• MILLWORK ..
• BUILDERS HARDWARE ...
• JOHNS-MANVILLE ROOFING

DRIVE OUT ANYTIME!

for the model home in Deepwood Subdivision
_ provided by

BAIRD MATERIALS CO.
Phone 585

1,111,Z.N

Mrix McDade and Herbie Hunt, Owners and Developers of Deepwood Subdivision

1111N1k1111111IU1114I'0114I144114ll11111111111111IAI44ITI14il
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Mrs. !ma Loretta Farmer, former
Dukedom resident and retired
school teacher, died at 1 a. m. July
28 at the Fulton hospital following an extended illness. She was
91 and the widow of Richard F.
Farmer.
She had taught school at South
Fulton and also in various Weakley county schools. She was born in Weakley County, Tenn., March 16, 1870, the daughter of the late R. L. and Josephine Chambers Nix.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Glover of Fulton
and Mrs. Josephine Reeves of
Beverly Hills, Calif., a nephew,
Ralph Rogers of Martin.
She was a member of the First
Church of Christ Scientist in Fulton.
Services were held July 29 at
2:30 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel. Rev. T. A. Duncan of Martin officiated. Burial
was in Sandy Branch cemetery.

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE By Kenline
DINING ROOM FURNITURE By Tell City
APPLIANCES By General Electric

By Sanford; Maple By Owosso

Everybody dreams of living in a quiet, beautiful subdivision in
a home of their own. Your dreams can come true, and YOU CAN
AFFORD to build your home in Futon's first subdivision built to
meet the specifications of the Planning and Zoning Commission.
All you have to do is start building because Deepwood Subdivision has all improvements in.

DEEPWOOD
SUBDIVISION

Broadway St: South Fulton

-COMPLETE STOCKS FOR ALL YOUR
BUILDING NEEDS

Located in Highlands, just off the by-pass: Turn out Middle Road
and into Deepwood on the Middle Road.
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Thirty-Five From
Two-County Area
Attend 4-H Camp
Thirty-five Negro 4-H members
from Fulton and Hickman Counties attended camp at Lincoln
Ridge, Kentucky, July 10-14. The
campers took part in group dis..ussions, a talent program and
candelight program.
A trip to the Wildlife Farm in
Frankfort, Kentucky was one of
the highlights of the week.
Attending from Fulton County
Harris, Joyce
were: Patricia
Thorpe, Russell L. Rogers, Charlotte A. Moses, Ronald Nettles,
Joyce Harvey, Herbert Patton,
Carolyn Smith, Vivian Cruce and
Patsy King.

K U Company
Receives Many
Safety Awards

Kentucky Utilities Company has
the best safety record among the
nation's electric companies, according to information supplied by
three major safety organizations.
The three agencies—the National Safety Council, Bureau of Safe_
ty and Edison Electric Institute—
granted K. U. a total of 25 awards
covering various safety achievements during 1960 and the first
half of 1961. This puts K. U. in
first place in the number of awards received during the 18month period, according to the
agencies' records.
Among the awards presented at
Work Together!
a recent diVision managers' meeting in Lexington were: Ten from
the National Safety Council—
seven awards of merit, two public
Fulton-Union City Highway
utilities contest awards and the
WED-THUR-FRI., Aug. 2, 3, 4 award of honor; the N. S. C.'s
highest award and the only one
(Starts at 9:00)
given to an electric utility in 1960;
PSYCHO
Seven from the Edison Electric
with Anthony Perkins
Institute—siX'safety achievement
(Also: starts at 7:30)
,
THE PIRATES awards. and an injury frequency
TIIE BOY AND
reduction award,.and eight from
With Marvin Vye
the Bureau
of Safety—seven
achievement awards and an injury
SATURDAY AUGUST 5
frequency reduction award.
(Starts at 9:00)
The awards covered total manTHE SILENT ENEMY
hours without lost-time injury,
With Lawrence Harvey
life-saving, motor vehicle safety,
(Also: starts at 7:20)
accident reduction and overall
FIVE GUNS WEST
safety.
With John Lund
This is the first time that K. U.
(And starting at 10:30)
DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL has received the National Safety
Council's award of honor for outBRIDE
standing safety performance and
With Anita Sands
first place awards in the council's
r:HETLAND PONEY WILL BE public utilities contest.
GIVEN AWAY — TONIGHT!!

STARLITE

•••••••1•10.0.4MW

SUN-MON-TUE. Aug. 6, 7, 8
(Starts at 8:50)
THE APARTMENT
With Fred McMurray
(Also: starts at 7:20)
THE POLICE DOG STORY
With James Brown

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
on their birthdays.
August 3: Mrs. Myrtle Doyle,
Kay Bowen, Mrs. Atkins Cole,
Mrs. Ada Thompson; Aug. 4: Mrs.
Win Whitnel, Morgan Davidson;
August 5: Taylor Sheridon, Mrs.
A. G. Baldridge, Mrs. Hoyt Moore:
August 6: William P. Gregory;
August 7: George Hardy, Monette
Dycus, Jimmy Rose; August 8:
Norma Owen, L. F. Brown, Dr. I.
H. Reed, Leon Fields, Pat Jones,
Tommy Joe Reed; August 9: Ann
McMinn, Mrs. C. Stephenson, Martha Herring.

Fulton, KY.
We Like Fulton

Electric-utility executives said
Thursday that the Tennessee Valley Authority's 8 per cent rate cut
announced Tuesday was nothing
more than a "cheap publicity
stunt."
In fact, a spokesman for one
major power system said that the
whole action "smacked of Madison Avenue."
A group of leaders of the inutilities, queried
vestor-owned
Thursday, charged that the big
Government power system had not
actually cut its rates at all.
They emphasized that the new
rate schedule, called the "Norris
Centennial Rate' in honor of the
100th anniversary of the birth of
Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska, actually had no effect on
the wholesale rates that T. V. A.
charges its distributors.
The T. V. A. itself issued a statement Wednesday in which it acknowledged that the new lower
electric power rate is "a retail rate
to consumers and in no way affects the wholesale rate at which
T. V. A. sells electricity to the local distributors in its region."

Local Woman Will
Collect Heart
Fund Contributions
Memorial contributions to the
Heart Fund, in memory of persons
who pass away because of a heart
ailment, may be made in Fulton
County through Mrs. Bertes J.
Pigue, Dotty Shop, Fulton, according to Jackson D. Guerrant, Danville, chairman of the board of the
Kentucky Heart Association.
When stfch a memorial contribution is made, an acknowledgment will be sent promptly to the
family of the deceased, Guerrant
said, although the amount of the
gift is held in confidence. The contributor also will receive a prompt
acknowledgment.
Memorial gifts are tax-exempt,
and will be reported as part of the
final annual total of contributions
to the local Heart Fund.
In announcing the appointment
of Mrs. Pigue as Fulton County
Memorial Gifts Chairman for the
Heart Fund, Guerrant said that
"we of the Kentucky Heart Association are deeply grateful to her
for assuming this important responsibility in the fight against
heart disease."

State Job Ruling
Changed For Some
Clerical Positions

_ 7SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
A • GAS FURNACES INSTALLED

State Personnel Commissioner
Walter R. Gattis has announced
that his department has instituted
a policy of allowing experience to
substitute for formal schooling in
• FURNACES CLEANED, REPAIRED
many clerical jobs in State gov• LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC HEAT-PUMP
ernment.
.
FROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOHe said under the old rules
many competent workers were
MATICALLY.
turned away for lack of formal
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.
education even though they had,
through experience, mastered to a
Phone 502 — — Fulton, Ky.
great extent the type of job they
were applying for with the State.
41111811111111111111Illia11111111ialliiii;211111111111lialaillilliliiilliallI111011111111111111111111111H101111111111111111i111111111111111i1111011MISHIl
Most of the jobs affected are in
messenger, typist and stenographic
categories. He said that a high
school education would not be a
JUMPIN'
IN
prerequisite for certain posts if a
WATCH AREAL
SHOW
LIVING COLOR!
job applicant can show experience
time comparable to the number of
years of high school lacking.
Gattis cited one example of how
the rule would help. He said his
department had sought a switchboard operator several months
back and had heard from an applicant with 15 years experience in
such a position.
Yet, under the State's job specifications, she could not qualify as
a switchboard operator because
she had not graduated from high
school. He said under the new
rules they had hired the applicant
and that she is doing a very competent job.
Gattis emphasized that the new
policy would not affect the techni_
cal and supervisory positions. He
said the new ruling placed more
emphasis on the merit examinations given by the department.

1

to Sliow

ThecJimmyDuran

NBC-TV AUGUST 9
Lexington

WLEX-TV

Channel 18

10 p.m.

Louisville

WAVE-TV

Channel 3

10 p.m.

Paducah

WSPD-TV

Channel 6

9

psi.

Channel 5

Cincinnati
Evansville

WFIE-TV

Nashville

WSMTV

Channel 14
Channel 4

Edgar H. Dixon, president of
Middle South Utilities, Inc., termed the original T. V. A. announcement "seriously misleading and
not of sufficient significance to
warrant the great amount of publicity that it attracted."

He emphasized that T. V. A.
only announced that it would allow its distributors to install a
fourth rate to the three previous
rate schedules if they so desire."
A spokesman for Kentucky Utilities Company said T. V. A's action was about the same as if an
individual car dealer cuts his prices by $100 and the car maker decided to take full credit for the
price cut.

LOTS OF AIR TIME!

NO JAMMIr:-:

'TVA Rate Increase Called Publicity Bourke -Ericksen'
Stunt; Utilities Say No Cut Made Wedding Held In
Brooklyn Church

Radio Free Europe broadcasts
to the Communist-do.ninated people of East Europe over 28 powerful transmitters and relay stations.
RYE combiner. great- power and
the use of multiple frequencies to
overcome the Soviets' jamming atThe Holy Innocence Catholic
tempts.
Church in Brooklyn, New York,
was the scene of an impressive
wedding at 10:00 a. m. Saturday,
June 24. Married were Miss Rita
Bourke, formerly of Ireland and
at Royal
presently employed
Globe there in New York, and
Donald Piece Ericksen, an accountant in New York.
Following the hour-long cereSth
. ...... $4.06
mony, a large reception was held
Pint
$2.56
in the Cotillion Terrace. Approxiti Pint ......$1.30
mately 250 people enjoyed the dinner and dancing.
The young couple then left for
Honeymoon Heaven in the Catskills where they stayed about
two weeks.
Attending the wedding from
Fulton was Edwin G. Ericksen, a
resident of Theforci Street. He is
the groom's brother.

A private, non-profit network,
Radio Free Europe is on the air
seven days a week, for 18 hours a
day to Poland, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia and almost 6 hours
a day to Romania and Bulgaria.
wort Together!

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich,True
Bourbon

A. J. Wagner, one' of the directors of T. V. A., denied in a telephone interview Thursday night
from Knoxville, Tenn., that the
rate cut was a publicity stunt.
"We simply made the announcement on the 100th anniversary of
Senator Norris' birthday as furthKENTUCKY EDUCATORS
er proof of the viability of the act
ATTEND PENN STATE
written by the late senator and
his associates, he said.
Dr. John M. Carpenter, head of
the University of Kentucky Department of Zoology, represented
the University at the 16th annual
conference in Pennsylvania of the
National Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards. Others from Kentucky attending were Dudley Herron,
Anna Belle Edwards, Mildred
Woodford County; H. H. Lafuze
Freeman and Gerturde Murphey
and Dr. W. J. Moore, Eastern State
of Fulton, all members of the FulCollege; and Dr. Louise Combs,
ton-South Fulton Business and State
Department of Education.
Professional Women's Club, are attending the annual convention of
the National Federation of Business and Professional Women's
Clubs, Inc. About 5000 members
from the fifty states, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
All types of Insurance
Virgin Islands are meeting at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel from July 23 SAVE ! GET our
through July 27.
PACKAGE DEAL
They are active in the Fulton
South Fulton Chi'
Anna Belle
"Covering everything"
serving as Presict
ncl Mildred
Fulton, Hy.
Phone 404
as Treasurer.
"Focus on tlie Future" is the
422 Lake St.
theme of the convention. The Program includes a number of outstanding speakers, election of National officers for 1961-62, and
business sessions and workshops.
Miss Fannie Hardy, Little Rock,
President of the National organization is presiding at the convention and will make the keynote
address.

Three Members Of
Fullon B & PW Club
Are At Convention

90 .4nd

FULL QUART ss.00

S

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

aft Proof Straight Bourbon

Whist,/ 4 Padre Old

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
writ four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.

Dewey Johnson

% Pint
Pint
Fifth

..... $1.70
$3.40
0.40

Hiram Walker & Sone, Inc.
Peoria, Illinois

95
6.70-15
PLUS TAX AND
RETREADABLE
TIRE

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

BFG
"NEW TM"

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Rinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
EMMEN,

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

Don't throw away good tire carcasses. Add to your tire mileage by letting us put TIFG
"New Treads" on your worn tires. Get new stopping power — Added safety —
resistant tread design. Come in soon and let us judge whether it's wise to retread your
tire. Hurry while this offer lasts:

11.F.Goodrich quality on yeer car fot
less than $10.00 pi( wheel.
New, high grade "Quiet (tread) Rub.
bar," applied to sound carcasses.

C)Manufactured with latest BFG factory
controlled and expert retreading
methods.

New tire appearance... in black, or
streamline white sidewalls.

Atf.td-'
INT MAYTAG
AUTOMATIC
"WOO '

According to the Kentucky
Geological Survey at UK, at the
beginning of 1960 there were 40,164 producing oil wells in the
state. Kentucky's average producOM IL lIessgi
tion of crude oil is more than
allereg des•
327,000 barrels a day, with a total low down payrnent7
emk- °hie
yearly value of 74 million dollars.
and May Terms
Kentucky ranks 15th in the nation among oil producing states.
BENNETT ELECTRIC

Extra strong, tough treads, assure
many thousands of safe, extra DIM
at amazing low soot

0

Better value than many new "bargain
price" tires on the market today.

BUDGET TERMS
AS LOW AS

.125 A WEEK!

9 p.m.
.ET'S HAVE A PARTY

Your Favorite Beverages

(Check your local newtpaper for other listrngt)

Charles Scates Store

Sponsored by

MARTIN, TENN.

FULTON, KY.

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

PHONE 404

PHONE 389

Most complete stock In
West Kentucky

Felton, K.
442-44 Lake Street

a

a

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL. •

us tLEkt,5
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherhuld's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

.1

pork,
! air
irs a
and
Mtn

ia.
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of Paducah were recent guest of
Mr. and Mrs.Bud Stem. The CunMrs. Charles Lowe • ningham children remained for a
weeks visit.
Several from here attended the
The Chappel Hill Quartet atfuneral of Mrs. Charlie Weeks at tend singing and Sunday night
Johnsons Grove Sunday afternoon. services at New Concord near PaMrs. William Greer and children ducah where Rev. Dave Hilliard
and mother Mrs. Mattie Rogers is pastor.
visited relatives in Dyersburg SatDavid Long spent tne weekend
urday. Mrs. Rogers remained for a
in McConnell with his grandparfew days visit with her daughter ents
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Mrs. Lester Alford and Mr. AlPolly.
ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
Mr. and Mrs. John Emmerson and children have returned
from a
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Walker pleasant vacation in
the mounand little girl from near Dukedom tains.
and Mrs. Nelson__Tripp of Fulton
Mrs. John Smith and Mrs. Mattie
spent a few hours with Mrs. C. E. Renfro visited Mr.
and Mrs. John
Lowe Sunday afternoon.
Matthews one afternoon last week.
Mrs. Evie Cloys spent the week Mr. and Mrs. Matthews are doing
with her Son Harvey and family nicely 'after a recent stay in Jones
near McConnell.
Clinic.
Mrs. Cecil McNatt and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson of
Frankie
Ann spent a few days of
East St. Louis and Mr. and Mrs.
last
week in Jackson, Tennessee.
Wallace Cunningham and children
Mrs. Roy Lawson of Sturgis,
Kentucky is spending, several
days with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Smith.
Mrs. Jack Lowe and daughter,
Mrs. Gerald Greer and baby David
- Come to the
Royce visited Mrs. Lowe's mother
Mrs. Jessie Raines in Dyer one
day last week.

•PIERCE STATION

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
• 100% AIR CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKING

• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• 1500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

•COTT J. STIWART
U.S. Dir.

PI.011C
IS 6-2511

HOME OF THE F.AMOUS

BELL TAVERN
•
CHARV0111. SMOKED SP(CIALTIES

• AUSTIN SPRINGS • DUKEDOM RT.
2
Mrs. Carey Frields
•

On next Saturday there will be
the annual meet at Acme Cemetery. First the business meeting is
held at 10 A. M. followed by a
memorial service at 11 A. M.
Basket lunch is served at the
noon hour, so all who are interest_
ed are urged to be there. The
committee in charge of up-keep
and paying the caretaker are:
Messrs. Grant Bynum, Bert Davis,
Gaither Mathis, LaVerne Windsor
and Charlie Vincent. Mrs. LaVerne
Windsor serves as secretary-treasurer.

Rev. James Holt filled his regu_
lar appointment at New Salem
Baptist church the past Sunday at
11 A. M. and the evening service
was held at 8 P. M. A good attendance was had at both services.
Messrs. Lula May Harris of
Lynville, Kentucky and Mae Harris -of Jackson, Tennessee are
house guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Harris.
Miss Olivia Johnson spent a
week with her cousin Patti McCoy
in Memphis, Tennessee recently
and reports a nice visit.
Miss Janice Hawks has returned
James Garrard, governor of home after several days treatment
at
the Jones Clinic. She is doing
Kentucky from 1796 to 1804, was
the first to serve two successive nicely at the present.
The entire community expresses
terms.
profound sympathy to the family
of Mrs.'ma Farmer in her passing
Friday at the Fulton hospital. Mrs.
Feed Your Rogs
Farmer was well-known throughout this section where she formerly resided.
Mrs. T. L. Ainley received news
of the death of her aunt Mrs. Lula
Kelly who passed away the past
week. Byrn Funeral Home of MayWith Your Home
field, Kentucky had charge of arGrown Grain
rangements.
A revival is in progress at Knob
Creek Church of Christ this week
conducted by Bro. J. E. Choate,
Fulton, Ky.
services held twice daily. The eve_
ning services begins at 8 P. M. The
public is invited to each service.
Mrs. Naomi Tuck and son Dicky
of Orlando, Florida who is here on
vacation, spent the weekend in
Rugs Need Cleaning?
Martin guests of relatives.
Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
Get-well wishes are sent to Mrs.
in a few minutes. Rent our Fred McCoy who is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
GLAMORENE
having undergone surgery there
the past week. She is doing nicely
Electric Rug Brush
according to the last report. Mrs.
(Low daily rental, $2)
McCoy is the daughter of Mr. and
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dry- Mrs. Clyde Johnson near here.
Mrs. Lee Peery is suffering from
a siege of ear infection, that deRoll-away beds
veloped a few days ago.
Prof. Wayne Perkins will conduct a singing school at New SaBENNETT ELECTRIC lem Baptist Church beginning
La
Tuesday night August 8. The singWalnut St
Phone 201
ing will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday nights of each
week and all singers are invited by
the church and the pastor, Rev.
James Holt.
Over at Morgan cemetry the annual meeting will be held on Saturday August 12. Funds are needed to pay the caretaker, Mr. Jim
Jagans, who has had the up keep
again this year. So all who are interested are urged to attend and
AT
give generously for the up-keep.
All over this area farmers will
begin the hay harvest this week,
weather prevailing. There is a fine
prospect for an excellent crop, due
to the heavy rainfall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer of St.
Louis were here to attend the funeral and burial of their step-mother Mrs. Ima Farmer. They are
visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Grover True.

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

Summer is really here, we
haven't had any rain in several
days and the sunshine is hot.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
visited Mrs. Caroline Rogers and
Miss Alice Tuesday P. M.
Mrs. Addle Walston and her
niece of Wingo called on Mr. W. L.
Rowland and Allie Monday of last
week.
Mrs. T. C. House is feeling some
better after suffering Saturday
night and Sunday with one of her
eyes.
Mrs. Ernest C'oltharp is visiting
relatives in Utah at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
were guests of their daughter
Mrs.
1.ouis Jones and family
Tuesday.
Miss Constance Jones
visited
Mrs. Rebecca Mayo
Monday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Scott, Renee and Rhonda of
Bridgeport,
Alabama have been
visiting her
parents, the 0. F. Taylors
last
week.

of Melber.
Mrs. Forrest House and her
mother Mrs. Ros: were Wednesday
dinner guests of Mrs. Ora McGuire.
Mrs. Laura Matthews and Larry
are still vacationing in Akron as
guests of her brother and family
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead.
Miss Constance Jones visited
some of her relatives in or near
Murray last week.
Mesdames Hollie Hainline and
Marguerite Stehpens called on the
Tremon Rickmans recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
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guests in the Zel Singleton home
Sunday P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Wray and Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Taylor were Sunday
visitors in the Clan House home.
Mrs. A. A. McGuire hadas her
guest Sunday her sister, Mrs.
Wade.

Let's Keep Growing

Clean Up, Fts UP
We Like Fulton

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE ZU1
leULTOI\

All you need is a bottle opener!

ENJOY A SCREWDRIVER
any time...any place!

LIQUOR
AND MIXER
ALL IN ONE
BOTTLE!

Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Carter and
Mrs. Mary Barley of near
Mayfield
were guests of the W. L.
Rowlands
ond day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson
spent the weekend
with their son
Bre. Robert
Emerson and family
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BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Browder Milling Co.

A NEW SERVICE HAS BEEN
ADDED!

Atkins Insurance Agency

FHA LOANS

Check These Features of a FHA Loan
• SMALL DOWN PAYMENTS
• LOW INTEREST RATE

UK TEAM EXPLORES
GRAND CANYON

• UP TO 30 YEARS TO PAY

See Us Today for Complete Details!

Atkins Insurance Agency
408 Main Street

Phone 5

Fulton

Dr. Douglas.W. Schwartz, director of the University of Kentucky
Museum of Anthropology, is exploring the bottom of the Grand
Canyon this month to learn more
about Indians who supposedly
lived there from 1050 to 1150 A. D.
He was accompanied by Robert A.
Wiggs, professor of art at UK, and
Berle Clay of Paris, a graduate
student in anthropology. The team
was dropped in by helicopter and
will navigate the Colorado River
in a rubber raft.

Announcement
The Whiffle' Funeral Home has made the following improvements
for your convenience:
a). A combination office and refreshment room;
b). A combination family room and additional
space to our chapel;

Fulton's Favorite Newspaper-by-mail

The News
is also available now at fourteen different locations conveniently
located around Fulton.

This week and every week, THE
NEWS is on sale at:
Edmond's Popcorn Stand
Evans Drug Store
Fulton News Stand
Derby Cafe
Puckett Service Station
South Side Drug
Fulton Hospital
Hillview Hospital
Jones Hospital
The News Office

"All the local news of Fulton and its
trade area neatly summed up in one
big paper each week."

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - - - "ifit
in the Ken-Tenn area, you'll
read all about it in THE NEWS".
On sale at all newsstands each Wednesday evening: 10c copy
Delivered to your mailbox each Thursday morning: $3 per year

c.) A Ladies lounge;
d.) A new display room:
e.) Additional parking space for the family and relatives,
with an entrance and exit at the rear of our lot.
* We maintain three Cadillac ambulances and one Cadillac
family car four your comfort and safety.
• It costs no more to have outstanding service408 Eddings St.

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 88

The Fulton County News
Printers-- Publishers-- Rubber Stamps -- Engraving -- Bookbinding
209 Commercial Avenue
Telephone 470
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CLASSIFIED ADS
nom sanding maFOR REN
chine and electric floor polisher and •lectric vacuum cleanxchange Furniture Co.
ers

Be the perfect hostess—at half
price. Now you can get the "Slugger Sam" party accessories and
"Henri" the Chef, all by Hallmark
at Scotts Floral Shope on Main
Street. Also see the new "Luau"
Hawaiian Party matched sets for
August by Hallmark as advertised
in McCall magazine.

MAYTAG WASHERS, standarn
and automatic models, $139.911 TV AN TElx ii61 we install—
and up. Sales and service.
trade--repair and move. Get
Bennett Electric, enone 201.
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307 Roper Television
WOMEN WHO CAN DRIVE ... If
you would enjoy working 3 or 4 OFFICE machines cleaned, repairhours a day calling regularly each ed, overhauled; new typewriters
month on a group of Studio Girl and adding machines in stock.
Cosmetic clients on a route to be Mimeo paper, adding machine and
established in.and around Fulton cash register paper; general supand are willing to make light de- plies. Call 503 for prompt service.
liveries, etc., write to STUDIO Wade Office Machines, 206 Main
GIRL COSMETICS, Dept. JYW-16, Street.
Glendale, California, Route will
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
pay up to $5.00 per hour.
installation service; all types.
IN
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
KENTUCKY
WATER VALLEY,
phone 126, Fulton.
loof
increase
As a result of an
cal calling scope in the WateeValley, Kentucky exchange and in accordance with the state-wide rate
WE RENT - - schedule approved by the Public
Service Commission of Kentucky,
Hospital beds
the Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company will put into
Baby bPds
effect the following fates for local
Vacuum Cleaners
,occhange telephone service to be
Floor polishers
effective August 22, 1961.
Individual 2-Party Rural
WADE FURN. CO
Line
Line
Line
$8.75 $5.00 Phone 103
Business $9.75
Fulton. Ky
$3.60 $3.20
Residence $4.35
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM

FREE PARKING

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Wright Nominated
For Commissioner

BEST

TROUBLE?

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

EXCHANGE

4.1111111111111111WWIWWWWWWW1111101

MARTINIENOUR
*
house

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
INWOOD

Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

a

;house • c.
fernt•L t:gesi'age

f
11.

--symate4
cottag-i'

biggest paint value ever ... one you can't afford to
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin•Senour '1000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.
Here's the

Come in Now— Todcry! Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

Exchange Furniture Co.
COMMERCIAL AVE.

PHONE 35

JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Gordie Lawrence, Mrs.
Robert Lamb, A. T. French, Mrs.
Edd Byars, Mrs. Ida Craig, S. I.
Roberts, J. H. Harrison and Mrs.
Billy Joe Hawks all of Fulton;
Mrs. W. F. Parker, and M. E. Vincent both of Dukedom.

FLOWERS

Stationery

- 4n,

Mrs. Adair Cannon, William
Wood, J. C. King, Lester Brown,
Lawrence Matthews and Willie
Brooks all of Fulton; Mrs. Virgil
Covington and Lee Stephens both
of South Fulton; Mrs. Paul Jones,
Crutchfield.

FULTON HOSPITAL

1111 it 1 sell

HERE
Fields,
Stand
Bross

Charles Wright of Fulton, Route
rarely gets to enjoy Photograph was made at the
family Stahr home in Hickman while the Secretary 1, was one of two men nominated
and his family visited here for Elvis J. Stahr Dan' for appointment as commissioner
of the Kentucky Soil and Water
and the big Jaycee banquet in Fulton.
Resource Commission.
One of them will be appointed
COOL, MAN!
to that position by the Governor
TRANSFERRED!
and the Commissioner of ConLt. W. L. Martin, who has been
The Wesley Methodist Church servation to serve a four-year
employed in the Special Agent's
Ice Cream Supper on
an
hold
will
'
term.
Department of the IC Railroad in
5. :lamburgers, cold
Fulton for two years, has been August
ice cream a, cake will be
drinks,
assistant Special
to
The folowing persons were pati- promoted
g promptly at 6:00
begi
Agent on the Mississippi Division, served,
ents in the Fulton Hospitals on Vicksburg, Mississippi. He took p. m.
Feed Your Hogs
Wednesday morning.
over his new duties on July 31.

Mrs. A. W. Henry, Mrs. Dale
When Its
Breeden and baby, Mrs. Harlan
Real Estate in Fulton
Cravens, Elizabeth McNeal, Carmi
— see —
Page, Mrs. Rosa Smith, Mrs. J. W.
CHARLES W. BURROW Elleclge. Mrs. Mildred Lamb, Mrs.
109 Walnut
Phone 61 J. M. Wooten, Joyce Hale, Mace
McDade all of Fulton; Alva Clark.
'- arm Loans
Fulton Route 1; Ruth Ellen Pruitt
and Louis Burke both of Fulton
Conventionai 1.,oans
Route 3; Marvin Young and Cayce
FIIA Loans
Hall of Dukedom; Mrs. Leonard
—The very best selection of real Watson, Crutchfield; Mrs. Owen
estate for sale at all times
Elliott, Glen Starks, Mrs. Modene
Butts, 011ie Puckett all of Wingo
Route 1; Mrs. Buen Yates, Mrs.
Oscar Rhodes, Norman Rickman
and Bernie Barnes all of Water
Valley Route 2; Mrs. Bufford
Walker and Mrs. Grace Ferguson
both of Clinton; Mrs. Glen Wiggins
For Every Occasion
and baby, Lynnville; Mrs. Nina
HALLMARK greeting Cards
Lennox, Union City Route 3.
RYTEX "Personalised"

"3000"
se Paoli

ed on
to go
here.

Enjoying a visit with his three children Secretary
of the Army Elvs J. Shalt- seems to be in a relaxing
mood. His wife says that playtime with the children is soinethinrt- the famous Hickman resident

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL

Furniture Company

MARTIN
SEM

soft
the fi
scrap
last g
Hal
missi
honor

HOSPITAL NEWS

Wick Smith Agency

You cad afford notto
paint atthislow price!

So

For The

We can't keep you out of it.
but with orr.r of our Lowplan
Cost, three
payment
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!

TRANSFER CO.

Kentucky's statewide elections
last fall showed that some changes
are necessary in the State's absentee voting law to eliminate opportunity for fraud or chicanery,
Gov. Bert Combs declared in an
address to the Lexington Lions
Club.
"Free and honest elections are
essential to the function of democratic government," the Governor
declared, adding that "we must
encourage voting and facilitate the
casting of ballots, but with adequate safeguards."
Governor Combs said he plans
to make recommendations to the
next General Assembly for further
safeguards in the absentee voting
law, following a thorough study of
the existing statutes.
"The absentee ballot law should
be as nearly fool-proof as possible
in all aspects of its administration," the Governor said. "It
should, so far as humanly possible,
guard against dishonest or fraudulent procedures and should be free
from technicalities that make its
administration difficult," he coneluded

FOR SALE: Cattle. Two reg. Black
Angus Cows. Three years old with
two heifer calves at side. Seven
months old. Reg. Reasonable offer
accepted. Contact Wayne Laws,
Latham, Tenneseee SW9-4407.

and
Diri• r

Absentee Law
Needs Changing
Says Governor

FOR SALE: 1980 Ford Stake
Truck, model F350 - 6 feet high
7x9 cattle bed. 6,000 miles - perfect condition. Dual rear end heavy
duty, spotlight steel tool box-Tire
bumper, 2 West
carrier-Rear
Coast side mirrors, Electric wipers
with
washers. Tarpaulin
and
equipment for use. Box in pannels
attachable. Turn signals. Booster
power brakes, mud flaps. This is
a buy. Must sell $1995.00. Contact
Wayne Laws, Latham, Tennessee.
Phone SW9-4407.

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulton
Phone 20-3
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247 .."

1

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Phone 35
Fulton

SAFETY RESEARCH CENTER
ASKED FOR SPINDLETOP
A safety research and service
center has been -proposed at the
University's Spindletop Research
Institute. Dr. E. E. Litkenhous, director of the institute, made the
posposal before a meeting at Lexington of the Kentucky Safety
Seminar, The center would explore, record and analyze causative and preventive factors in all
types of accidents and also would
include an information center for
toxic and dangerous substances.
TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
Street, phone 126.

ATTENDING MUSIC WEER
James L. Clark, Minister of
Music and Education at the First
Baptist Church, is attending State
Music Week, which is being held
in Georgetown, Kentucky. After
attending the conference, Mr.
Clark and his family will spend a
few days with his mother, Mrs.
Bertha Clark of Danville, Kentucky.

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

SHORTHAND!
As Mrs. Bob Hyland, Health
Center clerk, is presently on vacation, it is asked that persons desiring information at the Health
Center, please call between the
hours of 8 and 10 a. m. and 1 and
3 p. m. The Health Nurse will be
on duty at that time.

With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

We like Fulton!

AND
Reed, V
Standi
finis M

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
With a New Name

FRY
AUTO PARTS

CARDIN
Kathy K
Standi
Beard, 31

Phone 300

108 Broadway

(Formerly Ozburn & Abston
Guy Fry invites all his friends and customers
to give him their patronage in his new business.

Fry's Auto Parts Will Be Owned And
Managed Solely By

BOB WH
Patricia H
Harrison
Stand In
Daniel, M

GUY FRY

mourre

be casual...but he WELL-GROOMED
Casual wear is comfortable —but shank/ be correct! There is
no reason you can't dress casually, yet still be crisp, classy and
casually well-groomed. This "casual luxury" can be yours with
MIRACLE FINISH DRY CLEANING *

OK-PARISIAN LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
Phone 130, Fulton

FRY AUTO PARTS
108 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn

Radio-Equipped City Service

• MIRACLE FINISH FOR MODERN MIRACLE FIRERS
•.•.•••-••••.•

Friendly, Courteous Service
Awaits You at

PHONE 300
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